In the second part of this paper we prove the following theorem. Zk Jfc-i converges. This theorem generalizes a theorem of R. Paley [3] , which proved that if f(z) has an expansion (5) where the nu satisfy (6) and I /(re'*) I <ty 0 is bounded, then the series (7) converges. From log + |/(z)| <|/(s)| it follows that each function which satisfies (8) is of bounded characteristic. Therefore, Paley's theorem is a consequence of Theorem II. We shall show that Theorem II gives a negative answer to the following question asked by Bloch [4] : If ƒ(2) is a function with bounded characteristic, must the derivative oîf(z) have the same property?
1. Proof of Theorem I. We put <t> n (z) =ƒ(«) -ƒ*(*) and <t> n {e^) =ƒ(«**) -ƒ»(«*). We have
Let {r k } be an increasing sequence of positive numbers with lim r k -1.
fc-*oo
By Jensen's formula we have, for r<fk, | 0 n (r*e'*) | < m n + Ô 2 < 1, for <£££"' and for sufficiently large k, where 5 2 is arbitrarily small. We denote by En' the complement of E n ' with respect to (0, 27r). Then (11) takes the form 2TT log | 4>n(re*+) I ^ f " As the first integral on the right side is positive and the second negative, we have, because of (1), (9) and (14),
;-(M» -5i) log (m n + 82), fk + r for sufficiently large k. We get, therefore, for linu^^l, as ôi and Ô2 are arbitrarily small,
Let J5 be any closed domain within the unit circle. There exists an r'<l, such that the interior of the circle with radius r' contains B. Now we choose
If we put -4' = max (A, 1) and An = max (A ni 1) we get, for re i4> (EB, by use of (4),
for sufficiently large n. As, because of (16), (1 -r0/(1 +r') -<r(l +r0/(l -r') >0 and since, by assumption, lim n -oo m w " w = 0 > we have proved the theorem. is, by Theorem II, a function whose characteristic is not bounded.
